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KITTY QUARTERLY
Cats of the Quarter:

Oliver taking time out of his busy
schedule to read Kitty Quarterly
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
We are in need of volunteers to assist with cleaning cages and litter boxes
as well as scrubbing
floors. We have many

cages filled due to kitten
season and really need
the help.
If you are interested in
volunteering, please
contact us at
kiskicats@gmail.com.

Fall 2022

Volunteer
Spotlight:
Alicia Rowe
Residence: Leechburg, PA

How did you start volunteering at KVCKR?
About 3 years ago, my family kept asking me what my husband and I wanted for Christmas. We could not
think of anything we needed, so we started thinking of maybe asking for toys and scratchers for the 3 cats
we had at the time. After looking around, we realized our 3 cats had more possessions that WE had! So, we
googled the nearest cat shelter to our house and discovered KVCKR. We made an appointment to drop off
our donations and were able to take a tour of the facility. We instantly felt how much the volunteers cared
for the cats, but as is the case with most animal shelters, we also noticed a need for more volunteers. We
started volunteering a few weeks later.

What do you do when you are at the shelter volunteering (what building)?
I primarily clean building 2 once a week. Building 2 is where most of the adoptable adult cats stay and it feels
extra special when one of them gets adopted. I also manage the shelter's social media (Facebook, Instagram
and TikTok), so I'm constantly going from building to building trying to capture the kitties doing something
funny or mischievous to put online. My goal with social media is not only to increase adoptions and donations, but to make our community feel like they are apart of the KVCKR family. This rescue could not exist without the generosity of our donors.

Have you adopted any kitties from KVCKR?
We adopted Bear from KVCKR in 2020. He, along with his sister, were found in Indiana, PA all alone in a field
and were brought to the shelter. He's a fluffy Maine Coon / Ragdoll mix who is full of personality and likes to
play with his 6 other brothers and sisters.

Is there any kitty at the shelter that holds a special place in your heart (alive or deceased)?
I tend to gravitate towards the cats and kittens that come to the shelter a little more timid or feral. They are the most misunderstood and
over-looked of the kitties. We took in a gray adult male earlier this year that we named Bogart. Bogart came from an outdoor colony,
where he most likely spent all his life. He was taken from an environment that he knew, and was brought to a VERY different atmosphere
at the shelter. Try to tell a cat he's safe when all he sees are strange humans, different noises & scents with all these new cats around...
We're at a place of mutual respect though. I give him fresh catnip and he lets me sneak a few pets. It's progress that I will accept.

When not volunteering, what do you do (work, family, etc.)?
When I'm not at home with my husband, 7 cats and 2 chinchillas OR at the shelter, I'm usually at work. I'm a project manager for the
Home Depot in Ross Park. My husband and I also like to kayak and take day trips on the weekends.

“Cats are like Music…it's foolish to try to explain their worth to those who don't appreciate them.

Riley: An Update a Year and a Half Later...by Beth P.
When we first ventured to the rescue, we hoped that Scooby was the cat for us (saw him online). We arrived,
we scanned the room and didn’t see him. As it turns out, Scooby was hiding in a trash bag that was hanging on
the wall! No amount of encouragement could get him to budge. So we decided to walk around and we saw a
little white and orange cat was on the window perch. We approached him and he rolled over, meeped, and
waved at us. We stood there and petted him for a while and went to sit and observe. Not a minute later, Riley
(named Macca Jr. at the shelter) came right over and jumped up to be with us. That was the moment that did
it!
When Riley first came home to us, he spent weeks under the bed. He’d hiss at us every time we looked at him.
Well, I’m happy to report that a lot has changed since then!
When Riley first tried to communicate, he’d let out a tiny high-pitched “meep”. It was really sweet, he sounded
like a kitten. Although occasionally, he’ll still “meep”, he’s learned how to use his voice in a louder and stronger
way. His favorite is to throw himself down, flip over and meow to be petted.
Riley loves to play several times a day. The best sound is the pitter-patter of his little paws running through the
house! I enjoy making things for him, his favorite….felted wool balls. Part of our daily household routine is checking under things to retrieve toys.

Our house has never had a cat, only dogs. Riley has been the perfect transition…he can be “such a cat”, but sometimes - more dog-like than we’d ever expected! He’s our joy and we’re proud to say he’s so spoiled!

Think Outside the Box to Get a Cat to Urinate Inside the Litter Box
This guest post is written by Stefanie Sacripante, Director of NoVa Cats Advocacy, Inc. Sacripante has been using social media to give voice to
overlooked adult cats in shelters, rescues, and foster homes in the Northern Virginia region since 2014.
https://chewonthis.maddiesfund.org/2019/10/think-outside-the-box-to-get-a-cat-to-urinate-inside-the-litter-box/

When cats urinate in places other than the litterbox and once medical issues are ruled out, thinking creatively is vital. The following are examples that may seem complex at first glance, but were resolved by looking at the entire context of the cat’s situation.
So adoptable, if he only used the box!
Lovable chubster Max was a consistent litter box user before his urinary tract infection. Physically recovered, he still preferred
the same floor spots to relieve himself and was returned. Perhaps the soiled areas still had the lingering odor that tempted him?
While in a new foster home, he continued to urinate inappropriately even though his foster mom offered up an uncovered box,
and varying types and depths of unscented litter. It was discovered that Max’s UTI had dragged on for months. During that period, every trip to the box was a reminder of the pain, so he needed to be coaxed past that mental hump. With a cat attractant
sprinkled onto his litter, Max was immediately lured back to the box. The negative association was broken and he found a family
almost immediately.
Pretty kitty twice adopted, twice returned
Young tortie Missy was a nervous girl, who consistently used her litter box at the shelter, but was returned twice because she
hadn’t once used the box in either home. Both adopters had the prescribed quiet homes, so what happened? If health is not a
factor, the clue here is her shyness. Both homes had multiple floors so how was she introduced into each one? Even if Missy was
initially confined to a small room until she acclimated, a home with two or three floors can still be overwhelming for a timid cat.
A woman with a modest apartment became smitten with Missy, but was reluctant given her history. To ease the potential adopter’s mind and to be absolutely sure the cat was poised for litter box victory this time, I offered to settle Missy in her new home.
Deal sealed, Missy’s new mom was counseled to keep her confined to the bathroom until the box was used for both #1 and #2.
Five years later, Missy has never done her business anywhere but where she is supposed to.
A Serial Pee-er May Need a Combination of Remedies.
Oreo, an easy going love-nugget, bounced around various homes for two years. Oreo’s past scared off prospective families since
he was a sporadic but indiscriminate serial pee-er. Whether the homes had children or not, cats or not, stuff on the floor or not,
Oreo would urinate in various places, in addition to the litter box. I decided to foster Oreo and combed through the long paper
trail from previous adopters, fosters, vets and a behaviorist. Plug-in pheromone diffusers and anxiety meds had been tried, without success. To ease Oreo into yet another transition, I put a pheromone collar on him the second he arrived. Since my foster
room also happens to be a teenager’s messy bedroom, I was quite surprised that there were no incidents. Soon after, the resident cats would occasionally wait outside the door, more curious about the additional food source than they were the fresh foster. Instead of hissing at the sniffing noses under the door, Oreo reacted with piqued curiosity. After a few days (against our usual foster protocol), I let the most non-reactive resident cat in the room for a short visit and Oreo immediately perked up. This
discovery was surely a variable to his future litter box success, as a more confident cat pal could reduce whatever occasional anxiety he felt. For Oreo to put his best paw forward though, the usual common stressors would need to be reduced – a smaller
home with someone around frequently. Oreo’s happy ending turned out to be in an apartment with a semi-retired gentleman,
whose cat also needed a friend. Oreo was seen off to his forever home with a three-month supply of pheromone collars and has
had no further incidents.
Resolving a cat’s out-of-box experiences can be challenging, but a little out-of-box thinking can shed light on what is causing this
frustrating behavior.
Do you have questions for Stefanie, or want to continue the conversation? We’ve started a thread on this blog in Maddie’s Pet
Forum, where you can engage with her and continue the conversation!

KVCKR Renovations

A HUGE thank you to Chad and Ryan from Optimal Installs for completing this project for us! They did an AMAZING
job and we are THRILLED with how it turned out .

Annual Fall for Animals

Murder Mystery Dinner

Fords City, PA

Delmont, PA

Saturday, October 8th
Sunday, October 9th

Sunday, December 11th

Please go to our website for more info

Please go to our website for more info

2nd Annual Humane Hearts
Bowling Fundraiser
Back by popular demand, we will
be hosting our 2nd Annual Humane
Hearts Bowling Fundraising event
in February.

DONATING
Kiski Valley Cat & Kitten Rescue is always
appreciative of any and all donations. As
a truly non-profit organization, all re-

SHELTER WISHLIST
The shelter can always use the following items:
•

Canned Cat Food (Pate)

kittens. The shelter functions solely on

•

Dry Food: Preferably Purina Naturals or Kitten Chow

the dedication of volunteers and the gen-

•

Toys/treats

erosity from our donors. Please go to our

•

Monetary Donations (ways to donate can be found on our website)

•

Cleaning vinegar

•

Paper Towels

•

Volunteers to help clean/take care of the cats

If you are interested in volunteering, please

•

Volunteers to help with “handyman” projects

contact us at kiskicats@gmail.com

•

Help finding loving homes for our kitties!

sources go only to the care of the cats/

website at www.kiskicats.org for ways to

donate.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

We want to hear from you!
If you would like to share your KVCKR adoption
story, please email us at KVCKR@hotmail.com

KVCKR is a registered 501c(3) charity organization

Thank you Minuteman Press in Leechburg

